VALID FOR STUDENTS STARTING FALL 2009, SPRING 2010 ONLY
MSWS Degree Requirements for student ________________ Date __________

Core
CS662 AI
CS680 Web Systems and Algorithms
CS682 Distributed software development
CS621 Network programming

Year long masters project
CS690 Masters project part I
CS690 Masters project part II

Or, accelerated students (during summer instead of 2 CS690 courses)
CS691: Software Development Workshop I
CS692: Software Development Workshop II

Elective ________________

OR, for Entrepreneurship Emphasis students (requires more than usual 28 units)
MBA661 Entrepreneurial Management
MBA662 Global Product Development
MBA664 Creativity and Innovation

Potential plans of study:

____  ______  ______  ______
_______  _______  _______  _______
_______  _______  _______  _______
_______  _______  _______  _______
_______  _______  _______  _______

____  ______  ______  ______
_______  _______  _______  _______
_______  _______  _______  _______
_______  _______  _______  _______
_______  _______  _______  _______

Notes:_____________________________________________________________